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Abstract: E ples are given showing that P, a hi-quotient mappings are not the same for 
mappings betw metric spaces. Also the range c f ompact~ix3verkkg mappbg is classified 
wlhenekrer the mapping is open or almost-open. 
1 
extrernal]ly &connected 
compact-covering 
n [ 5 ] and [ 61, varia.~s gene n mapgil ;gs are d%scusseci 
with some conditions given for es6 sener alizatiuns coin- 
oblems in the cla 
r solutiens for two 0 
f&al properties. 
xEf’r (y) such that if U is a ne 
set in X is open. 
sure of every 0 
roblem 2 of [S] asks if biquotient and 2 mappings are the same 
when the domain and range, of the mappings are metric spaces. The foll 
two examples holw they are ni,t D 
Example ,3. f . he compact metric space Y is a subset of the plane and 
consists of a countable number of closed straignt-line intervals (Bi}, 
where the length of Bi is I/i, and n Bi = v} an end-point of each Bi. 
e metric space X is thl= following subset of the plane: Let Ai be a 
pen arc on the circle of radius l/i centered at the point (-2,0). Let 
Ci be the closed interval joining the points (0,i) and (1 ,i). Let 
X f= (AiU C;> U (-2,(I)* 
et f: + Y :bc the following mapping: f((-2,0)) = y, 1’1 Ci is a homeo- 
rphism of Ci onto Bi, f IAi is a homeomorphism Of Ai onto Bi \ (y}. 
t is easy to see that f is b&quotient since any neighborhood of (-2,0) 
contains all but a finite number of the Ai. So that &jren any open covering 
off-l Cy) there is a finite subcoliection of the covering whose image is a 
neighborhood of I’. 
Ilowing i.4 proved : 
rnpact-covering mapping onto Y is . . 
problem posed in [ 5 ] is to give an intrinsic characterization of the 
of spaces Y satisfyi the condition that every compact-covering 
mapping onto Y is open his problem is solved by: 
Y is a discrete space iff every compact-covering mappin 
f Y is discrete then 
If Y is not discrete then 
o Y is open. 
ss~~ the unit inter11 
n space X by ident.ifying 
0,1] onto y and is the idkn- 
since j’(($, 11 = y4 which is 
si S 
ection f of _W onto Y is clearly not almost-o 
mpact-covering since A co act i 
thus f is also a perfect mapping. 
“I? is a locally Il:ompact, extremally 
pact-covering mapping of 
onrnected @-ice and f is a com- 
e shall show that f is al 
et ,YE Y, and let C be a compact neighborhood of y. Let K be a com- 
g:uct subset of X such that *f(K) = C. 
, for each xE f _ 1 (y) n K, there exists a neighborhood in K of 
ch that f(M(x)) not a neighborhood of y. Siince K is com- 
e may assume that (x) and f(M(x)) are closed. Since Y is extre- 
isconnected, ~l(~nt~(M(~)))) is open. Thus y is not a limit point 
et V be an open set containing y and missing Int 6))). 
Let J J(x) = f=i (V) n M(x) n K, a neighborhood of x in K. Then f(N(x)) is 
no re dense in !‘. 
:re exists a finite number of such neighborhoods N’, , . . ..Nn which 
ence N :- L$!.., Ni is a neighborhood of fl (‘y) n K, in 
act and does not contain y, so f(N) is a neigh- 
is a contradiction of the aire category theorem. 
ould be noted that there exist compact, extrelnally discon- 
aces which are not iscrete, one example being the Stone 
Xcation of an infinite discrete space. 
